BLEND YOUR COURSE.
BOOST YOUR LEARNING.
Efficient, flexible and personalised – add Fusion
to your course to optimise your EC experience

WELCOME TO FUSION
WHO IS FUSION FOR?

Add Fusion to any course and increase your learning
using digital technology. You decide how, when and
where you learn, and we ensure every moment of your
time is optimised.

Flexible, personalised and efficient, Fusion brings great benefits to any EC student. It is best suited to you if:

WHAT IS FUSION?
Fusion is a powerful digital tool that can be added to any EC course
to improve and extend your experience.
Featuring over 55,000 hours of high quality learning content and
live tutoring sessions, Fusion allows you to gain confidence and
increase your level before you study abroad, and ensures the learning
continues after you return home.
With Fusion, online and face-to-face activities reinforce, complement,
and build on one another. The approach, known as blended learning,
leads to greater success and long-term retention of the new
language. You’ll see all this in hard data as detailed metrics show
your progress towards fluency across the language skills.

HOW FUSION WORKS

YOU HAVE LIMITED
TIME TO STUDY
ABROAD

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL

Start learning English on our
powerful digital platform. You will
assess your level, choose your
subjects, and monitor how you
are progressing in each skill using
detailed online metrics.

Before you study abroad, you will
also attend live online sessions
with an EC teacher - including
group and private sessions.
Choose your session times and
private tutor based on your
requirements.

YOUR STUDY
ABROAD EXPERIENCE
Once at the EC school of your
choice, you will join other
students, feeling confident and
ready to interact in English. Make
even better, faster progress as a
result of your online preparation.

YOU WANT TO EXTEND
YOUR LEARNING
EXPERIENCE

•

You wish you could study
abroad for longer, but
you have too many other
commitments.

•

You know the importance of
learning English, but you can’t
afford to study abroad for a
long time.

•

You know that learning a
language is a continuous
process, and you need to keep
studying to progress.

•

You want to get a head start
on your learning and prepare
for your experience abroad.

•

You want an affordable and
effective English course
with experienced teachers,
international students and
high-quality materials.

•

You are committed to
studying at least 3 hours per
week to progress to a higher
level.

Fusion enhances your EC course with live online tutoring and access to our amazing learning platform. This is how.

GET STARTED

YOU ARE LOOKING
FOR AN AFFORDABLE
ALTERNATIVE

YOU HAVE SPECIFIC
GOALS AND WANT A
PERSONALISED COURSE

•

You want to improve your
English skills to open doors in
your career.

•

You are busy and need a
flexible course.

•

You want customised lesson
content, relevant to your goals
and interests.

WHEN YOU GET HOME
Keep learning online and
developing your speaking skills
with group conversation sessions.
In the remaining private sessions,
you can target any language areas
you would like to focus on and
receive personalised feedback.

“Fusion is amazing for people like me who are working. It is impossible to take a long vacation to learn English abroad. But this
programme works really well for me. I can plan my study around my work and my English has really improved.”
Elena, 25 – Fusion student

WHAT IS INCLUDED?

FUSION IS AVAILABLE IN TWO OPTIONS

Our powerful online platform is at the heart of the Fusion
experience. This will be your digital classroom as you
study, interact and progress towards fluency.

FUSION 12
12 months online access
Online access must begin
at least 9 weeks before
your study abroad experience.

8 WEEKS BEFORE YOU
STUDY ABROAD
16 group lessons
8 private lessons
Self-study

STUDY ABROAD
100% flexible dates, duration,
destination and course type

AFTER YOU STUDY
ABROAD
4 private lessons
Unlimited conversation sessions
Self-study

FUSION 6
6 months online access
Online access must begin
at least 9 weeks before
your study abroad experience.

4 WEEKS BEFORE YOU
STUDY ABROAD
8 group lessons
4 private lessons
Self-study

STUDY ABROAD
100% flexible dates, duration,
destination and course type

AFTER YOU STUDY
ABROAD
2 private lessons
Unlimited conversation sessions
Self-study

LEARN ANYTIME, ANYWHERE You can easily access the platform
anytime from your phone, computer or any internet-connected device.
Your progress is synced and saved everywhere.

GRAMMAR GUIDE This easy-to-use section gives simple descriptions
and examples of grammar concepts. If you are lacking in confidence in
any area of grammar, you can review as much as you want here.

SMART, ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY The system adapts and teaches
according to your language level and ongoing personal performance.

WORD BANK All your new vocabulary is stored here. Use flashcards to
view the definition and part of speech, see an example and listen to the
pronunciation.

ENGAGING, AUTHENTIC CONTENT 55,000 hours of learning content
is updated daily from the real world, including news articles from
top publishers, such as the Financial Times, Associated Press and
Bloomberg.

LIVE PROGRESS TRACKING You will have access to detailed progress
metrics throughout. Use this information to guide your self-study, and
ask your private teacher to focus on these areas too.

WIDE CHOICE OF THEMES Learning on the Fusion platform is highly
effective and motivating, as you learn within subjects that are relevant
to you and your interests.

OFFICIAL ASSESSMENT TESTS These will test your grammar, reading,
listening and speaking skills, and will diagnose where you need to focus
and practise most.

VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES Each unit is made up of a series of lessons,
accompanied by various activities that help you practise each skill, while
gaining a rounded understanding of the language.

OFFICIAL FUSION COURSE CERTIFICATE Receive a certificate upon
completion of your course and print your own certificate at any point in
the course to show your current language level.

LIVE TUTORING SESSIONS
Schedule your live sessions with ease, and practise your
conversation skills with teachers and other EC students in
comfort, no matter where you are in the world.

PREPARATORY GROUP SESSIONS
*Before you travel, participate in fixed group sessions at designated times with students at a similar level, designed to
prepare you for your study abroad experience.
FUSION 12

16 group sessions
2 times a week for 8 weeks

FUSION 6

8 group sessions
2 times a week for 4 weeks

•

45 minutes each

•

max 6 students per class

•

Meet other students of the same level from all around the world

•

Conversation-based to focus on your speaking skills

PRIVATE SESSIONS
*Both before and after your study abroad experience, participate in personalised private sessions with EC teachers.
FUSION 12

12 private sessions
8 sessions before you travel
4 sessions after you travel

FUSION 6

6 private sessions
4 sessions before you travel
2 sessions after you travel

•

30 minutes each

•

Choose a teacher and a time that suits you

•

Send your teacher a note about what you want to focus on along with your booking

•

Receive personal feedback after your session

•

Purchase additional sessions whenever you like

CONVERSATION SESSIONS
*After your study abroad experience, join our live conversation sessions offered 7 days a week with native English-speaking
teachers and students from around the world.
•

30 minutes each

•

max 9 students per class

•

Meet other students of the same level from all around the world and practise what you have learnt

•

Choose the sessions you want to join based on the different topics that you see in advance

THE STUDENT JOURNEY
STEP 1

STEP 5

Choose a teacher and a time that best suits you. If you like,
you can write a note to your teacher in advance outlining what
you would like to focus on in the session. After each session,
you will receive personalised feedback from your teacher.
Your whole journey will be guided by the Fusion Director
of Studies, and there’s a live chat function so you can ask
questions at any time.

CHOOSE FROM TWO OPTIONS
FUSION 12

SCHEDULE YOUR PRIVATE SESSIONS

FUSION 6

RESERVE AND JOIN YOUR GROUP SESSIONS

STEP 2

BEGIN!

You will have access to group tutoring sessions each week
with other students at your level. Simply reserve a session in
advance, complete the recommended lesson(s) and then join!

As soon as you purchase your Fusion Course, you will receive a welcome email with log-in instructions and
your Study Plan. This is the start date of your Fusion programme.

NOTE: You can purchase more private sessions whenever you like.

STEP 3

YOUR PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT – TIME TO SET YOUR LEVEL
Follow the instructions to take your proficiency assessment. This 45-minute assessment will test your
Speaking, Listening, Grammar and Reading skills. All the content inside the platform will be matched to your
current language level.

STEP 6

Travel abroad to any of EC’s 24 destinations. Choose any course length, course type and a start date that best
suits you. Practise what you have learnt online in a real-life setting.

You will be asked to take the proficiency assessment four times during your course: when you start, before
traveling abroad, after your experience abroad and at the end of your online access.

STEP 4

PERSONALISE YOUR PROGRAMME

TRAVEL ABROAD

STEP 7

RETURN HOME AND CONTINUE STUDYING
Take another proficiency assessment to see how much you have learnt. Use your remaining private sessions to
focus on any skills or specific areas where you feel you need extra attention.

Answer questions about your goals and interests, and Fusion will select customised units for you, matched
to your language level. You can change your units at any time by choosing from our many different themes at
your level:

CONTINUE TO PRACTISE YOUR SPEAKING WITH UNLIMITED GROUP SESSIONS
Continue studying with EC students and teachers in group sessions tailored to your level.

STEP 8

TRACK YOUR PROGRESS ANY TIME
Access your Performance Dashboard at any time to track your
skill performance and the time you have spent practising in
different areas. From your Dashboard you can then zoom in
on specific areas for more detailed metrics, and review your
scores on previous assessments.

You could also choose to enroll in one of our pre-made courses:
•

General English Courses: Beginner English, Pre Intermediate, Intermediate English, Advanced English, Test
Preparation

•

Introduction to Courses: Medicine, Dentistry, Law, Civil Engineering, Mining, Digital Marketing

•

Prepare for Job Interviews

…and more always being added

EXPLORE THE GRAMMAR GUIDE AND WORD BANK
Visit the Grammar Guide to explore different grammar structures and see examples of grammar in use.
Practise your vocabulary using the flashcards in your Word Bank.

STEP 9

TAKE YOUR FINAL PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT
Test your final English language level to see how much you have improved!

STEP 10

PRINT YOUR CERTIFICATE
You can print a certificate at the end of your course or at any point
during your programme, which you can use to show your current
English language level.

CHOOSE YOUR
DESTINATION

19
CITIES

5

30+ LOCATIONS

ADD FUSION TO ANY EC COURSE
Whatever your reasons for learning English, we have the
perfect course for you. And now you can add Fusion to
take your learning to the next level.
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COUNTRIES

General, Semi-Intensive & Intensive English • English in the City •
English for Work • Academic English • Academic Semester/Year • Cambridge
Exam Preparation • Higher Score® Exam Preparation • English for Global
Career Development • Work Experience Programmes • The 30+ Experience
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CONTINENTS

140

NATIONALITIES

45,000
STUDENTS PER YEAR

Euston House, 24 Eversholt Street
London, NW1 1AD - United Kingdom
+356 2777 3564

info@ecfusion.com

www.ecfusion.com

